
God’s Love is Not Agapē  

The NT uses agapē when referring to the God type of love. However, we should not see agapē as fully
encapsulating his love. It doesn’t. It doesn’t come within ‘light-years’ of it.

One member of our community was taken to Heaven and met King Jesus there when she was in the
throws of a stroke. She described his love as “liquid love” and extremely powerful.

Another member of our community has had the experience of his body being fully overtaken by the King
for about 2 days. He said it was like living in a bubble. He experienced his love first hand.

Agapē was the closest  word in the ancient  Greek that came anywhere near what God’s love is  like.
However, it’s not God’s love. If you look up a Bible dictionary it will say that it is, but that’s because the
use of the word in the Bible has been used to give the word it’s meaning. This is circular reasoning and a
fallacy.

God doesn’t have love, he is love.1

We can’t produce his kind of love by reading about it in the Bible and trying to reproduce it from what we
know. Our actions can’t even produce his love or even demonstrate the full capacity of his love.

We can’t produce his love from within ourselves. It’s impossible. We can only have love because it’s not
in our human nature to be love. It’s impossible for us to be love.

We can only display his love when he’s present in us and able to fully express it through us because we
allow it to happen. 

So, if we are to love others like him then we have to allow him to fully take us over so that he can
manifest his love through us. When this happens, those we come in contact with will really, really know
it’s supernatural.
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1 – Given to us in canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/MESSAGE-Time-for-Frugal-Living-24-9-2019.pdf 
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